Abstract. In unknown dim target number environment, a new track-before-detect (TBD) algorithm based on cardinalized probability hypothesis density (CPHD) filter is proposed. It can avoid the low tracking robustness and high computational amount. The Gaussian particle filter (GPF) approximated posterior densities as Gaussians, the mean and covariance of each Gaussian components in CPHD can be operated recursively by using particle filter, re-sampling is not required. Meanwhile, according to the actual TBD situation, updated the function for calculating particle weight. Simulation reveals that, compared with the conventional algorithm, the proposed is able to convey the cardinalized information more reliably, has lower computational time-consuming with a better tracking performance in multi-dim targets estimation.
Introduction
Technology of track-before-detect(TBD) [1] does not set the threshold for each scan, scaning data for energy accumulation to achieve dim target detection and tracking. The methods include Hough transform [2] , dynamic programming [3] and particle filtering [4] [5] [6] .
Recently, experts begin to solves the multi-target tracking problem by probability hypothesis density (PHD) filtering and cardinalized probability hypothesis density (CPHD) filtering [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In paper [9] , the SMC-PHD filter combined with TBD to construct the state model and the sensor measurement model. In paper [10] , CPHD-TBD filter is proposed to enhance the tracking robustness. The above two will result in high complexity. In paper [11] , the Gaussian particle filter (GPF) is proposed to approximate the posterior distribution of the unknown state variables as Gaussian function. but isn't good at number estimating [12] . This paper proposes a TBD algorithm (GPF-CPHD-TBD) based on Gaussian particle CPHD filtering. The filter is used to iterate the mean value and covariance of each Gaussian term. And the particle is only affected by its diffusion small region calculation likelihood. Combined with GPF updating particle weights, the simulation experiments are carried out. The proposed algorithm can effectively solve the multi-weak targets tracking problem in unknown number.
Multi-Target Dynamic Model and Measurement Model
Target Dynamic Model CPHD filter can be used in the model of non-Gaussian nonlinear motion and low signal-to-noise ratio of multi-small target motion. Assuming the target number at time k is k N , the state is represented as T , , , , 
where,
v is processing noise.
Infrared Sensor Measurement Model
The measurement model describes the measurement data of a radar in a certain region 
where, ( ) , k n i j is the measurement independent Gaussian white noise at the sensor resolution unit. C represents the target diffusion effect area, ( ) ( )
x is the signal strength expansion value of a resolution unit in target p k x , the spreading function of k h is approximated as:
where, Σ represents point spreading variance. The target likelihood function is approximately as: 
Normally, the SNR of infrared image below 10dB is regarded as a dim target, the target diffusion effect area less than 6×6 is regarded as a small target [12] .
Gaussian Particle CPHD Filter in TBD Method Prediction
The cardinality distribution prediction is as:
where, . The intensity function is predicted to be:
,
The birth ( ) , 1, 2, , , are the mean and covariance of survival target Gaussian term.
Updating
The importance density function ( )
z is sampled at time k for particles
, k Z is measurement set, where k ∈ z Z . The cardinality distribution updating is as:
The intensity function is predicted to be:
Considering the TBD directly to the original image processing, the target detection probabilities p D,k are approximately 1 [10] , and the particle likelihood is only related to its influence region C. Assuming a new measurement at the moment k, when a particle is subjected to likelihood calculation, the whole measurement set is divided into:
The combined likelihood ratio of the particle to the measurement is:
, there is ( )
x is corresponding to the likelihood domain p k V , only the particle with its corresponding likelihood domains calculation likelihood, which is as a whole to deal with. The weight of the particle after updating Gaussian sampling is:
Pruning and Merging
To avoid the infinite number growth, we need to adopt pruning and merging algorithm [13] , keep the Gaussian term with large weight and set the threshold T. Delete the Gaussian term whose weight is less than T and merge the similar Gaussian term whose distance is less than U.
Estimate Target States
We adopt the method of Maximum A Posterior (MAP) for GPF-CPHD-TBD algorithm to estimate the state and number of targets. Choose the mean of Gaussian term which conforms to ( ) i k w > 0.5 as the target state, and estimate the number of targets then, the expression is as follows:
Simulation Experiments and Analysis
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we make a comparison between the proposed algorithm and SMC-CPHD-TBD, GPF-PHD-TBD algorithms.
Experimental Parameters
The state function is 1
R is white Gaussian noise. The target detection probability is 1, the survival probability is 0.99, the birth probability is 0.1, the disappearance probability is 0.01, and the derivation probability is 0. The whole process is last for 60 frames, the interval frame is 1 second, the pixel resolution unit is = =1 Target 1 appears throughout 60s; target 2 appears at t=10s and disappears at t=40s; the target 3 appears at t = 20s and disappears at t=60s. Figure 1 shows the infrared measurement images at t=5,18,38,55s under SNR=5.7dB respectively. The Optimal Sub-pattern Allocation (OSPA) distance [15] is used as the criterion of evaluation, setting the parameter c = 5, p = 2. Assume that the new target location is unknown. We assume the different SNR (10, 7.3, 5.7dB) environment for simulation, The number of particles per frame is 2000, and the Monte Carlo simulation is 100 times. The results are as follows. The GPF-CPHD-TBD is about 36% of time-consuming by the SMC-CPHD-TBD because each Gaussian only be assigned a small amount of particles to achieved good performance. Although GPF-CPHD-TBD takes longer time, it can estimate target much more stably than the others.
Simulation and Analysis

Conclusion
We propose a multi-target TBD tracking algorithm based on Gaussian particle CPHD, which updates the mean and covariance of the target state iteratively without re-sampling. The proposed can effectively reduce the computational complexity, improve the computational efficiency, the accuracy and stability of dim target number and state estimation, to solve the problem of unknown target detection and tracking in low SNR.
